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The Touchpoints approach is simultaneously a description of infant and child 
development and a method for working with families (Brazelton 1992; Brazelton et al. 
1997; Stadtler and Hornstein 2009). The array of biological, environmental, and cultural 
forces that affect the process of a child’s development is understood as a dynamic system 
that 1) is characterized by predictable points of disorganization and 2) is relational in 
nature. Professionals, in this view, join the system of care around the child by using 
specific strategies that acknowledge the complexity of these forces of development but 
are focused on the practical, day-to-day caregiving and educational practices of families 
and communities. 

Each infant arrives with a unique physiology, into a unique family, and within a unique 
community. The child brings a range of individual physiological predispositions and 
capacities (Brazelton and Nugent 1995) to a particular culturally defined developmental 
niche (Super and Harkness 1986). Approaches to work with children and families in the 
fields of early education, health care, and mental health seldom integrate knowledge of 
the complex interaction of biological, environmental, and cultural influences in the 
process of forming relationships with families and structuring interventions. 
Touchpoints is a systematic and integrated approach that includes a view of children’s 
development that acknowledges the complexity of various maturational and 
environmental forces affecting the child, the cultural nature of work with families, a set 
of relational assumptions and principles to guide the work, and a perspective on how 
this knowledge and practice relate to the organization of services and public policy. 
 

Touchpoints in Development 
  There is no such thing as a baby…. A baby cannot exist alone, but is essentially part of a 

relationship. 
  

--D.W. Winnicott (1964, p. 88)   

An infant or child’s development is the result of a complex interplay between biological 
and environmental forces in dynamic interaction (Fogel 1999; Smith and Thelen 2003; 
Tronick 2007). Development is not simply guided by a genetically programmed 
maturational process triggered or influenced by environmental forces, but rather is an 
evolving and self-organizing system that results from the individually unique and 
particular combination of both biological and environmental influences. This is 
consistent with current neurodevelopmental study, which emphasizes experience-
dependent aspects of brain development for many human functions (Nelson 1999; 
Shore 2010). A child’s particular caregiving environment not only triggers the 
development of functions but also affects the neural circuitry that leads to the actual 



nature of many of those functions. Such a dynamic frame has been supported through 
empirical study of a variety of functions, including, among others, sleep patterns 
(Sander 1976), ambulation (Campos et al. 2000), emotional regulation (Lewis 2000), 
reaching (Smith and Thelen 2003), and parent-infant relationships (Tronick 2007). 
In his first articulation of a view of development consistent with dynamic systems 
theory, T. Berry Brazelton (1992) described development as a discontinuous process 
marked, in typical development, by predictable periods of disorganization. Each of these 
points of development is shaped not only by neurological forces but also by the child’s 
experience of those forces and by the caregiving environment. In this view, 
disorganization, or seeming regression, is not only characteristic of the process but is 
also a requirement of the system; it is a “touchpoint”—a key moment in development 
where the trajectory of development is particularly “sensitive” due to the nature of the 
disorganized and reorganizing system. As a system within a system, Touchpoints also 
provides others (professional help-givers) the opportunity to join the system.   
 
Because development is a dynamic system, its course is affected by how these periods of 
disorganization and growth are experienced and managed by the child and family. For 
example, the predictable disorganization that accompanies ambulation for children ages 
7–9 months may lead to a variety of disparate responses from parents, including anger 
and relational distancing (Campos et al. 2000). However, application of this 
developmental knowledge, particularly the understanding that disorganization is 
required by the system, may, according to Touchpoints practice, mediate negative 
consequences. As Smith and Thelen (2000) suggest, the dynamics of an individual’s 
developmental trajectory is more important than the relative contribution of either 
nature or nurture. Physiological and environmental factors are important contributors, 
but only in the context of the meaning-making narrative about this child in this family. 
Because these individual trajectories are universally characterized by periodic 
regressions or, as Brazelton puts it, periods of disorganization, the meaning making of 
parents and families invariably includes narratives about the causes of such regression. 
Such narratives may include representations of the health of the child, competence of 
the parents, and historical influences such as “ghosts in the nursery” (Fraiberg et al. 
1975). 

As opposed to other, research-based articulations of dynamic systems, Brazelton’s 
account is contextualized in day-to-day parenting. The data that support the approach 
come directly from the naturally occurring behavior of children and the accounts of 
parents (Brazelton 1992). Although the process is nonlinear and complex, it is described 
through the everyday child-rearing challenges faced by adults and other caregivers. 
Periods of disorganization that might be seen by researchers as prompted by a burst in 
cognitive development—for example, object permanence as described by Piaget (1952)—
are seen as being expressed in parenting challenges, such as the 9-month-old calling for 
the parent when the parent is out of sight. 

Development, in this view, is always understood as nested in relationships and in the 
context of everyday life in a family, community, and culture. Central to this 
understanding is the formative role of emotions. Whereas the approach—the 
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descriptions of children’s behavior and associated parental responses—includes all of 
the domains of development, it is particularly focused on the emotional development of 
the child in the context of family relationships. The challenges—for example, of sleep 
disruptions, toilet training, and discipline—all take place within the dynamics of the 
parent-child relationship. Because this relationship is fundamental to the child’s 
developing capacity for self-regulation (Tronick 2010; Shonkoff and Phillips 2000), 
these challenges necessarily include capacities such as emotional expression (Malatesta 
1988), the recognition of emotions (Eisenberg et al. 1992), and an emergent sense of self 
(Stern 1985). Emotions are the organizers of experience (Emde 1998), playing a 
constructive role in cognitive, social, and moral development (Greenspan 1997). 

 
The Touchpoints described by Brazelton include various biobehavioral shifts throughout 
infancy and early childhood. The 13 outlined in the first 3 years of life are predominantly 
seen in relation to shifts in development associated with central nervous system 
maturation, such as the turning outward of a 4-month-old as he is more capable of 
attending to his broader environment or the verbal confrontations of a toddler as her 
language capacities explode. Those of the next 3 years may be largely the result of 
societal expectations (e.g., transition to formal schooling) but are also to some degree 
associated with neurological maturation. In the case of formal schooling, this 
maturation might include executive functions that are correlated with frontal lobe 
capacities (Diamond 2002). The child’s capacity for self-regulation and the nature of the 
caregiving environment’s support of developing capacities—including the regulation of 
states of consciousness of the newborn, the social referencing of the 9-month-old, the 
temper tantrums of the toddler, and the capacity for impulse control of the 
preschooler—are central themes of the developmental process addressed by the 
Touchpoints approach. 

A corollary example of disorganization in development is provided by the research of a 
codeveloper of the Touchpoints training program. In a number of studies of parent-
infant interaction, Tronick (2007) describes a natural process of connection, 
disconnection, and repair. Based on the microanalysis of parent-infant interactions via 
the still-face laboratory procedure, among others, Tronick suggests that the 
development of relationships is also marked by disorganization. However, in the case of 
these micro-events, which Tronick maintains occur thousands of times over the course 
of infancy, disconnections are also needed to support development. Disruptions are 
necessary, whether it is on the macro scale of childrearing challenges—sleeping, feeding, 
dependence-independence—or in the intimate, second-by-second interactions between 
members of a dyad, so that members of the dyad learn how to maintain the relationship 
over time and to deal with future disruptions. 

 
This focus on the dynamics of what happens between people is a critical element of the 
Touchpoints approach. The paradigm that defines formal systems of care for young 
children and families is based on medical, developmental, and educational models that 
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emphasize individual functioning. However, human functioning, the result of both the 
evolution of the brain and the shaping of culture, is always social (Rogoff 2003). The 
establishment of pathways in the brain, as well as the corresponding development of the 
child, is experience dependent and can only be adequately understood in a relational 
context; “despite neurological maturation, new capacities require an interactive 
intersubjective environment to be optimally realized” (Tronick 2010, p. 422). Hence, in 
the Touchpoints view, self-regulation is not a discrete and emergent capacity of the 
child, but rather is understood in relation to how the family manages issues such as 
sleep, feeding, and behavior. A temper tantrum is not only a pivotal event in the 
development of emotional regulation but also a meaning-making opportunity for the 
child, the parent, and whomever the parent discusses the event with. 
 

Touchpoints as a Cultural Activity 
  Evolution has provided us with an arena in which caregiving can be learned, but it 

doesn’t say whatis to be learned. 
  

--James McKenna (quoted in Small 1998, p. 230)   

A child’s development and behavior are not always predictable, given the variations in 
genetic contributions and early experience, as well as the interaction between them. 
Parents throughout history and across cultures have required others to help them 
understand how to raise children. The variations in children and the challenges 
presented in caregiving require culture as a means to make choices about how to 
manage development (Bruner 1990; Weisner 1996). As Small (1998) has demonstrated, 
child-rearing prescriptions vary a great deal among cultures. Furthermore, in modern 
American society, the messages about what to do, how to do it, and what is appropriate 
behavior vary tremendously. Co-sleeping is a good example: Parents throughout the 
world sleep with babies. Although the American Academy of Pediatrics (Task Force 
on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and Moon 2011) warns against the practice, some 
sleep researchers recommend it (McKenna 1996). Parents are often ambivalent. And 
those parents who want to get babies to sleep in their own beds are given advice from 
totally opposite points of view, from Ferberizing (Ferber 2006) the child to encouraging 
a family bed (Sears and Sears 2001). Cultural anthropologists maintain that the choice is 
based on implicit, culturally constructed goals for the child (Morelli et al. 1992). What 
are parents to do? There is no universal prescription for managing a child’s sleep, and 
no one knows the child like the parent does. 

Touchpoints is a cultural activity in that it provides a relational framework for the 
parent to make these types of choices. Rather than giving a prescription for child-
rearing practices, it provides a scaffold for the parent to make decisions given 1) the 
cultural predispositions that the parent brings; 2) the knowledge of child development 
the practitioner brings; and, most importantly, 3) the unique behavior of the particular 
child. 

From this perspective, conversations with parents take into account this complex and 
dynamic process. Indeed, the conversations themselves are seen as part of the dynamic 
process. A parent’s representations of a child, and of parenting the child, are critical in 
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the process. In vivo observations and recalled descriptions of the child’s behavior, as 
well as the mutually constructed perspectives of the parent and the professional, become 
the currency of the intervention. Stern (1995) describes a systems approach in which 
various approaches to intervention in parent-child relationships use different entry 
points into the system, with behavioral pediatrics, as represented by Brazelton, using 
the actual behavior of the child. Stern concludes that no matter what the entry point—
child behavior, parental representations, or therapeutic alliance between therapist and 
parent—the entire system is affected. Fundamental to the Touchpoints approach is the 
idea that the entry point is the child’s behavior (e.g., thumb-sucking, waking at night, or 
aggressive behavior) but that the goals are systemic—an enhanced parent-child 
relationship, greater parental competence, and positive cognitive and emotional 
outcomes for the child. Throughout history and across cultures, parents have had 
someone with whom to discuss child-rearing challenges. 
 

Touchpoints as Practice 
  There the thing was, right in front of me. I could touch it, smell it. It was myself, naked, 

just as it was, without a lie telling itself to me in its own terms. Oh, I knew it wasn’t for 
the most part giving me anything profound, but it was giving me terms, basic terms 
with which I could spell out matters as profound as I cared to think of. 

  

--William Carlos Williams (1967, p. 357)   

The automatic, seemingly intuitive practice of master clinicians includes “terms” 
through which they understand their work, and themselves in relation to their work. In 
the mid-1990s a group of researchers and clinicians—T. Berry Brazelton, E.Z. Tronick, 
Maureen O’Brien, Ann Stadtler, and John Hornstein—created a system of practice based 
on the developmental Touchpoints outlined by Brazelton. After an unsuccessful attempt 
to establish a system of practice by simply applying the developmental information, the 
group simulated actual practice with a family. Contextualized interactions were 
replicated and then deconstructed in building the approach. An inductive process was 
utilized in which the Touchpoints developmental material was used with a family and 
the method, principles, and assumptions—the “terms” of the work—were extracted 
qualitatively. As described by Benner (1984) in her examination of expert practice, 
master clinicians invent their own language to describe their work. The development 
team, by asking Brazelton to reveal the “terms” that W.C. Williams refers to, elaborated 
this language of practice so that others could apply it. Subsequently, thousands of 
practitioners have been trained in the method, and evaluation of the application of the 
approach has yielded positive outcomes for both practitioners and families (Brandt and 
Murphy 2010). 

The Touchpoints principles and assumptions are a language for practice, basic terms 
through which practitioners can understand their work and themselves (Hornstein et al. 
1997). These principles stand somewhere between broad philosophical statements and 
specific behavioral prescriptions. As tools of the mind, they guide practice as the person 
who uses them brings them into relationships with families. They act as guidelines for 
reflection-in-practice (Schon 1990) as well as means with which to prepare for or 



examine after an encounter. They actively guide professional practice, either 
individually or through supervision, in the service of a partnership with parents and in 
support of the parent-child relationship. Hence, they are not prescriptive, but rather 
they establish a means for joining a parent in consideration of the particular child and 
the unique culturally and personally driven challenges of parenting. 

 
The fundamental principle upon which the entire approach rests is that of using the 
behavior of the child as the road to a partnership with the parent. The map of 
predictable regressions provided by Brazelton (1992), the unique temperament of the 
child, the dynamics of disorganization in development, and, most directly, the in vivo 
descriptions of what the child is actually doing provide the currency of the dialogue. 
Mutual observation of the child in action can yield a heightened sense of partnership 
between the practitioner and the parent when the attention and interest of both overlap. 
Skillful and selective description of the child’s behavior by the practitioner elicits a 
process of meaning making that may be exclusively internal to the parent or, as 
demonstrated in Touchpoints practice, becomes public between the parent and the 
practitioner. As Stern (1995) describes, this can occur at the straightforward level of 
observations of the child’s behavior, with the conversation focusing primarily on 
caregiving tasks related to that behavior—the currency of typical health care. Stern also 
maintains that the conversation may occur at the representational level, bringing into 
operation elements such as the parent’s familial and cultural beliefs, his or her own 
adaptive childhood experiences, identification with his or her own parents, and “ghosts 
in the nursery” (Fraiberg et al. 1975). Hence, the Touchpoints principle use the behavior 
of the child as your languageimplicitly, but intentionally, acknowledges that behavior is 
an entry into the inner life of the parent (Figure 4–1). 
 
Such opportunity is taken further with the principle value passion wherever you find it. As 
noted in the section “Touchpoints in Development” earlier in this chapter, emotions play 
a fundamental and constructive role in child development; the parallel is acknowledged 
in adult development. The emotions of parents in considering the child are an essential 
ingredient in forming a partnership on behalf of the child. The emotions themselves 
provide deeper access to parental representations of the child, and of their role and 
corresponding behavior as parents. The anger of a parent who sees unfair treatment of 
her child by other children or adults, the fear of delays in his own child of a parent 
whose sibling has a disability, and the joy of a parent whose child surpasses expectations 
are all emotions that reflect both the commitment to the relationship with the child and 
the inner life of the parent. The emotions, both positive and negative, are forces that are 
to be worked with, rather than ignored or denied. 
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FIGURE 4–1. Entry into child’s system of care using Touchpoints.  
The entry point into a child’s system of care via the Touchpoints approach emphasizes the 
description of child behavior. Actions of the participants in the interaction are inside the 
circle; their representations influencing the interaction are on the outside. Parental 
representations are affected by the description of the teacher/therapist.  
Source. Adapted in part from Stern 1995. 
 
The principle focus on the parent-child relationship emphasizes that in addition to 
focusing attention on the child and attention on the parent, the clinician should focus 
attention on their relationship. Empirical study of children and families tends to 
bifurcate the elements of the system. Children are diagnosed and treated, and parents 
are diagnosed and treated. However, infant mental health, as a field, has changed this 
paradigm. The unit of analysis is neither the parent nor the child; it is the relationship. 
The Touchpoints approach adds to this perspective by informing the focus of a variety 
of practitioners and by articulating a language of observing relationships. The 
pediatrician not only notes the health of the child but also asks, “How are you doing 
together?” The child care provider sees the separation of the child from the parent in 
the morning as a measure of the relationship, not only as challenging behavior. Sleep, 
toileting, and discipline—indeed, all child-rearing tasks—are seen as nested in the 
relationship. Particularly, the child’s developing capacity for self-regulation is seen as 
partly resulting from the nature and history of parent-child relationships. 
 

Understanding the dynamics of the professional-parent relationship is also an essential 
component of the approach. The parallel between parent-child interaction—that is, the 
process of connection-disconnection-repair—and the knowledge that authentic 
connection leads to a greater ability to act (Miller and Stiver 1993) informs the 
professional-parent partnership. As a principle of Touchpoints practice, supporting 
parental mastery runs parallel to the support of self-regulation that the parent gives the 
child. Relationships throughout the system are seen in relation to the fundamental 
notion of a dynamic developmental process that occurs within the context of 
relationships and culture. In supporting parental mastery, the clinician not only praises 
the parent or the child, but also scaffolds a process in which the parent develops the 
capacity to manage the challenges a child presents as the child’s growth and 
development bring in further regressions and new challenges. The emotional rejection 
of a parent by a toddler is foreshadowed by the crawling away of the 9-month-old. 
Parental mastery in addressing the toddler’s behavior is, in part, built on how the earlier 
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crawling away was understood. Professionals can be partners in building this 
understanding, as well as the associated mastery of parenting challenges. 
 
Every conversation between a parent and a professional, whether it is about where a 
child sleeps, how to manage a tantrum, or how a child behaves in kindergarten, is based 
on often divergent, implicit cultural beliefs. Hence, the principle recognize what you 
bring to the interaction is fundamental to the reflective process. The predispositions that 
a practitioner brings to an interaction with a family not only influence what occurs but 
also offer reflective opportunities to realize, inform, and perhaps expand those views. 
Again, as a dynamic system, change in each element of the system affects the others, so 
the activity of the professional is seen not only as having an impact on the child and 
family, but also as empowering for the professional (Turnbull et al. 2000). 

The developmental process and the corresponding dialogue between a parent and 
practitioner take place over time. Hence, the predictable periods of disorganization—
that is, the Touchpoints described by Brazelton (1992)—offer opportunities to provide 
anticipatory guidance. By joining the parent in considering how regressions and bursts 
in development will be managed—for example, anticipating the negativity of a toddler—
the practitioner supports parental mastery not by eliminating the disorganization that 
accompanies the developmental process, but rather by supporting the mastery of the 
system in managing it—that is, by scaffolding the learning within a self-organizing 
system. 

 
Referring to Rosenthal and Fode’s (1963) research with rats, Brazelton and Greenspan 
(2000) maintain that current systems of care apply a dumb rat model to work with 
families. What service providers bring to the interaction is a set of assumptions that the 
families are unable or unwilling to change or grow. Hence, in addition to the principles 
stated above, the Touchpoints approach also requires an intentional and positive stance 
toward parents. The parent assumptions—1) the parent is the expert on the child, 2) all 
parents have strengths, 3) all parents have something critical to share at each 
developmental stage, 4) all parents want to do well by their child, 5) all parents have 
ambivalent feelings, and 6) parenting is a process built on trial and error—help 
practitioners join the system of care in a manner that helps establish mutuality and 
depth in the partnership (Brandt et al. 1997). When the expertise and strengths of the 
parent are fully acknowledged, mutuality in the relationship evolves. When what the 
parent has to share in the context of a conversation about the authentic challenges he or 
she faces is heard, then his or her mastery can be supported. 
 
In sum, the Touchpoints principles and assumptions allow practitioners both to apply 
specific reflective techniques to their work and to establish a particular stance that 
enables a genuine partnership on behalf of the child. Rather than offering prescriptions 
or advice, the approach encourages professionals to come alongside parents so that the 
capacities that exist within the system of care around the child can be utilized along with 
what the formal system of care has to offer. Service providers throughout the country 
currently use the Touchpoints approach, both individually and through supervision, as a 
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means to reflect on their practice (www.brazeltontouchpoints.org). The principles and 
assumptions are the tools with which practitioners apply the developmental 
understanding of the approach in dynamic interaction with a family. The process, then, 
involves change not only for the child and parent, but also for the practitioner and the 
system of care in which the practitioner operates. 
 

Touchpoints and the Support of Practice: Parallel Process 
  You need to have an experience with someone first—then you can reproduce it.   

--Sue Gerhardt (2004, p. 110)   

A relational approach with families, according to the Touchpoints approach, is 
supported by a relational approach within a service delivery system. The essential skills 
involved in work with families, as represented in the Touchpoints principles and 
assumptions—the capacity to reflect, to listen, to have empathy, and to understand the 
nature of the relationship—can also be applied to the supervision of staff and the 
organization of services (Gilkerson and Ritzler 2005; Moore 2006). 

The fundamental neurological and interpersonal model of a relationship, and a 
developing relationship, is that between parent and infant. The dynamic relationship 
between the genetic and epigenetic characteristics of the child as actualized in the child’s 
behavior and the caregiving environment is, as described by Tronick (2010), goal 
directed—for example, feeding, state-regulation, or play—and, in part, dependent on the 
parent’s responsiveness. Similarly, the interaction between a practitioner and a parent is 
goal directed—for example, managing caregiving and behavior, or school readiness—
and, in part, dependent on the practitioner’s relational strategies. The capacity of the 
practitioner, in turn, to establish such relationships is dependent on the relational 
capacities of the practitioner, and the quality of that work is similarly both goal directed 
and supported by relationships among professionals and within the organization. 

In particular, reflective practice, as required by the Touchpoints view of development in 
tandem with the principles and assumptions, supports the intentional use of the 
approach within an organization. The practitioner is held, both emotionally and 
intellectually, through the intentional application of the Touchpoints principles and 
assumptions within the supervisor-supervisee relationship and among members of an 
organization, and in turn within the larger service delivery system. 

 
An effective learning organization, as described by Senge (1990), is one in which “people 
continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and 
expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured” (p. 3). The Touchpoints approach can be 
seen as a type of “mental model” (Senge 1990) that can guide the delivery and 
organization of services to families. Indeed, several of the Touchpoints principles have 
correlates in Senge’s five disciplines (systems thinking, personal mastery, mental 
models, shared vision, team learning). The view of a discontinuous developmental 
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process within the context of relationships is not a formal guide for managing an 
organization; however, it can provide a shared vision about working with families to 
guide the growth of an organization. 

This dynamic mental model can inform both public awareness and public policy. 
Brazelton and Greenspan (2000) present an argument for a public policy that supports 
the nurturance of children as the most fundamental element of a society. Application of 
the Touchpoints approach represents one part of such a perspective as it guides change 
at both the interpersonal and organizational level. This approach acknowledges the true 
complexity of dynamic systems and cultural influences while at the same time providing 
guidance on how to intervene to support the capacity of these systems (i.e., parent-child, 
professional-family, service organizations) to support healthy growth and development 
of members of the system. Furthermore, it is driven by the imperative that the 
irreducible needs of children receive “the highest international priority, alongside 
human rights, as a ‘right’ for all” (Brazelton and Greenspan 2000, p. 182). 
 

KEY POINTS 

• Child development is a complex and dynamic process influenced by biological and environmental forces over 

time and characterized by predictable periods of disorganization. 

• Such periods of disorganization in development can lead to a derailment of the parent-child relationship and of 

the child’s overall developmental trajectory. 

• Clinicians can use these disruptions in the developmental process to join parents in making meaning of 

children’s behavior. 

• The meaning making in clinician-parent interactions is always guided by the implicit cultural beliefs of both 

the parent and the clinician. 

• A privileged entry into the parent’s meaning-making process about the child is a description of the child’s 

behavior as a means of communication. 
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